Natural Language Intervention Techniques
for School-Aged Children
Here are some hints on how
you can facilitate your
child’s language
development in natural
conversation throughout
the day.

1. Labeling: Label or name
things, people, places, and
actions that your child has
an interest in. This will help
him/her learn new words.
For example:
Child: “Look at that.”
Adult: “That’s a excavator.”
2. Describing/Parallel
Talk: Talk to your child
about what he/she is doing,
using or seeing. This will
help your child learn to say
things using many different
words and sentences.
For Example:
Adult: You are tidying your
desk nicely. You put all of
the paper in the recycling
and the garbage in the
trashcan.

These techniques are
helpful if your child:
 Speaks in short, simple
sentences
 Uses few complex
sentence structures
 Uses incorrect grammar
(e.g., “Her has it”)
 Frequently uses vague
words such as “that”,
“This”, or “it”.

3. Revision: Revise your
child’s utterance to make a
more complex, better
formed, or clearer
statement.
For example:
Child: The trip was fun. The
bus was boring. It was long.
Adult: “Oh, you had fun on
the field trip but you didn’t
like the bus ride because it
was too long.”
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4. Correction Through
Modeling:
Model correct language
structures when your child
says something incorrectly.
He/she may spontaneously
repeat the corrected
sentence after you but it is
not necessary for them to
do so.

5. Expansion: Take what
your child says and add
more words or information
to it.
For Example:
Child: We’re taking the bus.
Adult: Right, we’re taking
the bus to the doctor’s
office.

For example:
Child: “Her goed home. Her
was sick.”

You can also expand by
adding synonyms/words
that have similar meanings.

Adult: “Oh, she went home.
She was sick. That’s too
bad.”

Child: “That boy is fast.”
Adult: “You’re right, that
boy is fast. He’s quick.”
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